
Our client  is a subsidiary of a concern, which is a global leader in the the fields of electronic capital goods for
industry, infrastructure operators and government customers. This independent group is among the
technology and market leaders in all of its business fields, including wireless communications and RF test and
measurement, broadcast and media, air traffic control and military radiocommunications, cybersecurity and
network technology. The whole group generated 2.58 billion Euro in revenue and owes this tremendous
success to its 12.300 highly qualified employees in over 70 countries worldwide. Our customer  is also a global
leader in the world of deep packet inspection and network analytics software. He leverages it`s  deep domain
expertise to create customized software solutions that empower our customers to transform network data into
intelligence. For this client we are looking for a qulified:

Java Software Architect (m/f/d)

Job-ID: CF-00003566
Ort: Haiger

Main Tasks:

Coordinate the technical conception and implementation of software components
Design software architecture
Develop technical solutions, including analysis and evaluation of frameworks and technologies,
interacting directly with a team of system architects
Document the software implementation
Participate actively in the agile development process
Answer technical questions of internal and external stakeholders as the primary person of contact

Your technical qualifications:

Degree in computer sciences, applied computer sciences, electrical engineering or comparable
qualification or vocational training in IT
Comprehensive knowledge of IT, modern technologies and software architecture
Enthusiasm about innovative technologies, methods and concepts
Knowledge of cloud solutions, microservice architectures, programming languages (Java/C++) and
infrastructure automation
Proficiency with common development tools (IntelliJ, Maven, Artifactory, git), architecture
documentation tools (Enterprise Architect) and project management tools (Jira)
Good German language skills (B2, C1)

Your personal qualifications:

Proactive information and communication skills 



Our client offers:

You can expect a permanent position with a performance-based compensation as well as various training
opportunities. Moreover, there are exciting challenges with short decision-making channels. You can look
forward to attractive fringe benefits and a modern office.

 

Ihr Ansprechpartner:
Steffen Hahn
auteega GmbH
Kaiserring 14-16
68161 Mannheim

Telefon: +49 151 624 363 99
E-Mail: steffen.hahn@auteega.com
Jetzt bewerben

https://www.auteega.com/stellenangebote/details/?jobid=501880f4-299d-11eb-bfd2-335d7eb3f06e&apply=true

